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Find the words in the grid to write the missing sentence in each dialogue.
✂

1 A:

5 A:

B: That’s not true.
A: Yes, it is! You come in from school, turn it on and
don’t turn it off until you go to bed. Whenever
I see you, you’re sitting on the sofa staring at a
game show or cartoon.

A: Well, they’re probably stuck in traffic. It’s really
bad tonight. Why don’t you text them?

6 A:

FR
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2 A:

B: Yes. My friends. They were supposed to be here
20 minutes ago.

B: Yes, you do! You missed the first lesson
yesterday. And on Monday you didn’t get here
until the break at 11 o’clock.
A: Yes, I know, but that was unusual for me. The
alarm on my phone didn’t go off.

3 A:

B: Lucky you. We have to be in class at nine every
day.
A: Yes, but you finish an hour before us, so you go
home earlier.

7 A:

B: Are you sure? I thought it was the other
way round.

A: Oh, let me see. Yes, of course. I meant they cost
more. Silly me.

4 A:

B: Wow! What do you talk about?
A: Nothing really, we just say ‘Hi, how are you?’ and
things like that.

8 A:
B: That’s not true. You spent hours surfing the
internet on Saturday. Then on Sunday you
played video games all morning.

A: OK, but your pronunciation is excellent, and you
have lots of confidence.

A: Oh, I suppose I spend more time on it than I
thought!
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B: That’s really kind of you, but I don’t agree. My
grammar is terrible, and I often forget simple
words.

✂

Apple iphones …

… we’re
looking …

Our first …

… television.

… lesson
begins …

… very good …

… watching …

… different
ways of …

… continuous.

… at speaking …

… simple and
present …

I never …

… for school.

You’re getting …

… every day.

… for someone?

Today …

… arrive late …

… English.

… technology
at …

… cost less
than …

I rarely use …

… the weekend.

You’re always …

… using the
present …

… other
smartphones.

… at all the …

Are you …

… at ten o’clock.

… waiting …

RE
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… calls me …

My best friend …
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